The deconvolution of blurred and noisy satellite images is an ill-posed inverse problem, which can be regularized within a Bayesian context by using an a priori model of the reconstructed solution. Since real satellite data show spa tially variant characteristics, wepropose to use an inhomo geneous model. We use the Maximum Likelihood Estima tor (MLE) to estimate its parameters. We demonstrate that the MLE computed on the corrupted image is not suitable for image deconvolution, because it is not robust to noise.
Introduction
The general problem we deal with is the reconstruction of a satellite image from blurred and noisy data. 
where Y is the observed data, and X the original image. N is the additive noise and is supposed to be Gaussian, white and stationary, of known variance CJ2. H is the convolution operator. The Point Spread Function (PSF) h is supposed to be known (see fig. 1 ).
The deconvolution problem is ill-posed; knowing the degradation model is not sufficient to obtain satisfying re-0-7695-0750-6/00 $10.00 © 2000 IEEE 318 sults: it is necessary to regularize the solution by introduc ing a priori constraints [1] . The regularization constraint is a roughness penalty on the solution. The regularized solu tion X is then computed by minimizing the energy:
It is equivalent to computing the Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) within a Bayesian framework, by assuming that X is a Markov Random Field (MRF) and follows the prior dis tribution P(X) = Zx1e-<t>(X). <I> is defined by:
<I>(X) = L {bf/D",X);j + b;j(Dy X )t} (3) ij where bfj and br) are the adaptive parameters, w.r.t.
columns and lines, and Dx, Dy are first order difference operators. The variables b are analogous to continuous line process [1) . as a low value of b corresponds to an edge lo cated between two pixels.
We have chosen to model the unknown image by an In homogeneous Gaussian MRF (1GMRF) [5] , since real im ages cannot be efficiently described by homogeneous mod els, even by using nonlinearity through �-functions. The prior parameters have to adapt to the local structure of the image, to enable the solution to be less noisy in constant areas and to exhibit sharper detaiLs in other regions.
We have pr oposed in [3] an hybrid algorithm able to au tomatically restore a blurred and noisy image. The first step consists of obtaining an approximation of the unknown im age, by thresholding the observation deconvolved without regularization in a complex wavelet packet basis. The quaL ity of this image is not sufficient as a solution of the decon volution probLem, because it does not exhibit sharp edges.
The second step is to estimate the adaptive parameters from this approximated image. This is the point we detail in this paper, by justifying the choice of the estimator and studying its robustness. Finally, the third step is the deconvolution by the MAP computation minimizing equation (2) , which is achieved by an accelerated descent method.
Choice of an estimator
There are three essential kinds of statistical estimators which have been applied to parameter estimation problems. Let e represent all prior parameters.
• P(Y I fJ) : MLE on Y, the observed data [6] . This esti mator has been successfully applied in the case of ho mogeneous models involving <p-functions, by using a MCMC method [2] . It needs sampling of images X from both prior and posterior laws.
• P(X, Y I 8): MLE for the joint law of X and Y. In practice, alternate optimizations w.r.t. X and 8 are used. It is a suboptimal method, and the convergence is not sure. The advantage is that only prior sampl ing is required, which reduces the computational time.
• P(A' I 0): MLE computed on the original image ,l'
(complete data). The problem is that A' is unknown.
As with the previous method, it only requires sampling from the prior law.
The first estimator, for the proposed model (equations (2) - (3)), is not robust to noise and is highly time consum ing, as will be shown in section 4. The problem raised by the second method is that estimation does not really take into account the data image, but a restored version of it, whose shape strongly depends on the current values of the parameters. Thus, a bad initialization often leads to degen erated solutions.
We have chosen to use the last estimator (MLE on com plete data) P(,1' I 0). This is the fastest one, but it needs an image close to the original one, X, which is unknown.
Therefore, an approximation of X has to be accurately de termined. This has been done by a wavelet-based non parametric reconstruction algorithm. This is a very efficient method, preferable to other ones because of its simplicity and its accuracy, as shown in the following section.
Estimation from the original image

The MLE on complete data
The MLE on complete data w.r.t. the image X is:
The log-likelihood derivatives are: The estimation problem consists of solving the system:
The com p lete data fomlUlation simplifies the estimation problem, since the expectation term only depends on the parameters, and the other term only depends on X. We propose to use the simplest approximation of the lo cal variance, which provides good deconvolution results, as shown on figure 2. We suppose that the variance of the gra dient (Dx,yX)ij is equal to the variance of the same gradi ent in the homogeneous case, i.e. when all the parameters are equal to the corresponding b�l. Since the covariance matrix of the homogeneous prior distribution is diagonal ized by a Fourier transform, this variance can be calculated and it is equal to 1/4b [3] . Then it gives: b�/ :::: :: [4(Dx,yX)Tj]-1
Experimental studies have shown that this expression gives the same estimation results as the inhomogeneous MLE, computed using a Gibbs sampler, and a Newton-Raphson type gradient descent algorithm.
Robustness to approximations
Since the true image X is not provided, we compute the MLE defined by (7) from an approximation we call "Y. We have to check the sensitivity of the MLE in the complete data case to the variations ofthe pixel differences of X.
Let f}.g be the gradient error, i.e. the gradient of the residual noise (difference between the approximated and the true images). It induces an error on the estimated parame ters f}.b. By studying equation (7) we find that the relative errors are linked by f}.b/b '" f}.g / g [3] .
The relative fluctuations f}.b/b can become very high for small values of g, because they are of the same order than f}.g / g. It corresponds to constant areas. If some noise is present on X, it induces an under-estimation of b in t hese areas, and finally an insufficient regularization. This means that X has to be very smooth in these regions. Elsewhere f}.g / 9 is small, therefore the estimation is accurate.
To get a robust estimate, it is necessary to evaluate the magnitude of the error f}.g, which depends on the method chosen to approximate X. The algorithm "COWPATH" de scribed in [4] , used to compute X, induces a bounded error If}. g l � E with E E [2,5] for (J" E [1,10]. Then we set to zero all the gradients less than E to ensure a maximum regular ization in constant areas. We also set an upper bound for b (bmax < 0Cl) to avoid computational difficulties in the final deconvolution:
where 8�(g) is equal to ° if Igl � t and to g elsewhere.
Why not use MLE on the observed data?
Usually, when only degraded observations Yare known, the parameters should be obtained by maximizing the like lihood on the observed data Y as mentioned in section 2.
Complexity of the MLE on the observed data
To compute the MLE on the observed data Y, we have to maximize the likelihood of the parameters, which is propor tional to Zy,&/Zo, where Zy,O and Zo are the partition func tions related to the prior and posterior distributions [2, 3] .
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The posterior law is given by :
We have to solve the following equation for each b�JY :
where the expectations are taken w.r.t. the prior and poste rior laws. Sampling from these laws can only be achieved by using classical samplers such as Metropolis or Gibbs [1] because the model is inhomogeneous. The local conditional distribution for each site can be computed, taking advan tage of the Gaussian form of the probability. The poste rior Gaussian MRF takes into account the data, through the blur operator H, inducing a high order neighborhood. Thus, sampling really becomes intractable in this case.
The expectations of equation (10) are second order mo ments of Gaussian variables. We have shown [3] that to obtain a bounded expectation accuracy DB / E < 1 % (nec essary to ensure the convergence of the descent algorithm used for estimation), we need to generate more than 20, 000
samples for each step. For large size images, the estima tion becomes more than 100, 000 times longer compared to the homogeneous equivalent model (because, for homoge neous models, the squared pixel differences are averaged on the entire image).
Significance of the local MLE
The MLE is often used in parameter estimation prob lems, because it is asymptotically optimal, since it is un biased and efficient for large data records. Its probability density function is Gaussian, centered on the true optimal parameter value. Indeed, observations Y are noisy, there fore estimations made over Y are also corrupted by noise.
To check the robustness of the MLE, its variance has to be estimated. The Cramer-Rao Bound (eRB) gives a lower bound of this variance:
where 8 is one of the parameters, E denotes the expectation taken w.r.t. the law P(Y I 8). Again estimating this expec tation is intractable.
In fact, we did not consider the CRB because this bound only depends on the parameters of the prior and posterior laws (0', hand 8). It ob viously does not take into account the real image X. So it gives the maximum accuracy of the MLE by considering that X is governed by its prior law.
However, X is not perfectly modeled by this law, so we pre fer to consider another robustness criterion, the MLE vari ance.
Variance of the MLE
First, let us defi ne a general framework to compute the MLE variance. We assume here we know X. The observa tion Y is a realization of the random process y O + N where yO = H X. Then, the MLE {j is also a random variable:
Its variance var( e) gives the estimation error. We assume that the log-likelihood is locally quadratic w.r. 
These expressions are evaluated with Y = yO and () = eO.
Then the variance can be expressed as :
If we denote X = Xr + Ey,II[X], we have:
We could use a stochastic method to estimate a and f3
but it is very time consuming, as seen before. Therefore we take the particular case of a carefully designed image .1', which gives mean estimated parameters that are equal to a constant value b. Then, computations are simplified. The evaluation of equation (14) We show in this paper that the MLE on observed data is not a robust estimator for the parameters of an inhomo geneous regularizing model. We use the MLE on an ap proximation of the ideal image instead. It provides a good robustness and gives very satisfying deconvolution results on high resolution satellite data.
